
Performing Arts Workshop 
2022-23 Dress Code Information

Every dance class at Performing Arts Workshop has a specific dress code to ensure a distraction-free 
learning experience and ideal function. All dress code attire and footwear may be purchased through our 
online Dress Code shop. Please see below for full details. 

NOTE: IF YOU HAVE ENROLLED DURING THE PRE-SEASON, PLEASE WAIT UNTIL SEPTEMBER 15 TO ORDER UNIFORMS. 
WE MAY NEED TO UPDATE DRESS CODE SELECTIONS, DEPENDING ON AVAILABILITY IN THE FALL.  

Please see below for the who, what, where, when, why and how of all things related to our uniform policy. 

Why is this policy so strict? 
Not only do uniforms eliminate distraction from the learning environment, they also ensure that every 
student is dressed properly for the physical activity they will engage in; in addition to making it easier for 
students to see and understand their teachers’ corrections regarding technique and execution. Plus, our 
uniform selections are absolutely beautiful, if we do say so ourselves! 

What is the dress code for my child’s class(es)? 
Our Dress Code “shop" on discountdancesupply.com will list all required items, organized by class type for 
a simple experience. Go to “FIND YOUR TEACHER” enter 51633 and select Performing Arts Workshop. 
Once you have accessed our shop, you’ll find attire assigned by class. 

Base leotards, bottoms and shoes are all required items. Warm-ups and other accessories are optional. 
Please be aware that students enrolled in multiple classes need only one base leotard to wear with any type 
of bottom required for different classes. IMPORTANT: Please also note the required attire colors 
indicated at the top of each class page on the site. 

Please use our studio code TP51633 at checkout for every order you place on discountdancesupply.com this 
school year. This will help Discount Dance Supply track our students’ purchases (whether from our dress code 
page or other items/gifts available throughout their website). New DDS customers will receive a special 
discount on their first order! 

Where will my items be shipped and when can I expect them to arrive? 
Uniform orders will be shipped directly to your home or other address which you specify at checkout, and 
may take 1-10 business days to arrive, depending on the postal service and shipping speed you select. 

What can my child wear until their uniform is delivered? 
During their first 3 weeks in the program, all students may wear any dance, yoga or other active attire to 
classes. No street shoes, street clothing, dresses, skirts, cropped tops or denim of any kind, please. Classes 
may be taken in bare feet if students do not have dance shoes from last year, or if they have never taken a 
dance class before. 

Can we borrow shoes? 
As a safety precaution, we will no longer provide temporary shoes from our donation bins. We greatly 
appreciate all families’ understanding of this policy change. Effectively sanitizing shoes for repeated, shared 
use is not possible in between classes each day. 

Who may I contact if I run into delivery, backorder or sizing issues? 
Discount Dance Supply will be the go-to for customer service matters related to all uniform orders, from 
soup to nuts! Please contact the number or e-mail on your receipt if you need help with anything regarding 
your uniform order.  

Can we still donate shoes and uniforms that no longer fit so they don’t go to waste? 
Though kind of our families to offer, we are no longer accepting clothing, footwear and/or costume 
donations.
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